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1. Shortcoming of current models and objectives

Figure 1: The image covers an area from (64.38/62.54) to (67.42/27.51). It is taken by MODIS (AQUA)
on the 8th of March 2019. Shaded domain is a possible region to focus the DEM in the hybrid model.

Shortcomings

• Even though much of the current sea ice cover in the Southern Ocean resembles a marginal ice
zone (MIZ) (see Figure 1), continuum sea ice models usually do not resolve sea ice floes nor parameterize
this regime and neglect important feedbacks on climate.

• The application of continuum sea ice models at or below the resolution of individual floes is questionable
as the underlying continuum assumption of those sea ice models likely breaks down.

Objective

• Develop a hybrid sea ice model, that explicitly describes atmosphere-sea-ice-ocean interactions up to the
floe scale.

• Provide a seamless model framework to predict the sea ice state ranging from interacting sea ice floes in
the marginal ice zone up to pack ice.

• Elevate our understanding on the impact of floe scale interactions on the evolution of Antarctic sea ice.

2. The hybrid sea ice model combines continuum and particle approaches
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Figure 2: Idealised channel flow. A DEM is nested in the black box into a continuums approach.

• Discrete Element Model (DEM): Use a DEM (e.g. [1],[2]) in a subdomain of interest e.g MIZ
(black box Figure 2).

• Continuums model: In regions where a high spatial resolution is not required, the simulation is based
on the continuum sea ice model (e.g. [4]).

• Coupling tracers: via Lagrangian particle advection (see 3. Lagrangian particle advection).
• Coupling momentum equation: The momentum equation of the continuum model is modified to

mice∂tv = 1ΩcFc + 1ΩdFd ,

where Fc represents the internal and external forces acting on the sea ice continuum. Fd is the averaged
solution of the DEM Fd .

3. Lagrangian particle advection
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Figure 3: Sea ice concentration, a, in 512 km × 512 km domain with no-slip boundary conditions. The initial thickness is 2 m in a fully ice covered
domain. For simplicity only wind forcing is considered.

We use a Particle-in-Cell scheme (PIC) to facilitate the coupling between the continuums model and DEM.
In our PIC method an ice floe X i is a circular element, which is equipped with a certain volume V i(t) and a radius R . The
ice floe changes its position in time by

X i(t + ∆t) = X i(t) + ∫ t+∆
t v(X (s̃), s̃)ds̃,

where v is the sea ice velocity conducted from the continuum sea ice model. The discrete sea ice floes are coupled to the
continuum momentum equation by averaging the solution over a cell. A similar scheme was proposed by Flato in [4].

4. Workplan

WP1 Lagrangian particle advection

WP2 Hybrid sea ice model

WP3 Data incorporation, application and evaluation
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